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CODE OF CONDUCT + TERMS + CONDITIONS

WE LOOK FORWARD to supporting your retreat and providing an incredible experience for you and 
your students. 

As a retreat leader we ask you to be co-creators in the retreat experience with us. Set a good 
example for your students by treating us and our team with respect and courtesy.

WE ARE ONE OF THE MOST SUSTAINABLE island destinations in the world with over 45 percent of 
our energy coming from renewable sources (geothermal, hydro and wind). We ask that you help us 
minimize our impact on the environment during your stay.

AS A RETREAT LEADER, WE SPECIFICALLY ASK YOU TO

- Maintain code for front gate access for entry to the property
- Leave a credit card with us for incidentals, damages and loss (see below)
- Encourage participants to read and abide by Code of Conduct below and other posted house 

rules and room etiquette
- Respect and maintain the yoga props and studio equipment in clean working order
- Quiet time after 11 p.m. throughout the property. Quiet group gatherings can take place 

in the Pavilion after 11 p.m.
- Encourage a respectful use and enjoyment of the property, and let us know if if something 

breaks or is no longer functional

DURING YOUR USE OF THE YOGA STUDIO

- Blow out all candles after use;
- Ensure that electric heaters and lights are turned off after class time
- Let us know of any maintenance issues as they arise

Next page for DISCLOSURES, REFUNDS + LIABILITY
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DISCLOSURES, REFUNDS + LIABILITY 

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA adheres to a common sense policy in the delivery of services sold.

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA (and its affiliates, minuvida azores experiences and Yoga Azores) will do 
everything within its power to deliver on products MINUVIDA AZORES LDA  has sold or contracted, 
including facilities, experiences, meals, transport, etc. If services cannot be delivered as contracted, 
MINUVIDA AZORES LDA may take reasonable action to mitigate issues, including improvements, 
substitutions or, if warranted, partial or full refunds, as decided by management. 

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA requires a 24-hour notice on requests to changes on scheduled group 
activities, including transport and meals. Last-minute change of plans, including requests to cancel 
organized group outings,  will not be refunded or substituted.

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA strictly enforces alcohol- and drug-free policy. Alcohol consumption or drug 
use not allowed on the property, except if requested for farewell dinner. 

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA is not responsible for factors external to its operation that may lead to 
delays, cancellations, added expenses or hardship due to airline strikes, accidents, storms, 
earthquakes, volcanoes and other Acts of God. 

NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED. We highly recommend the purchase of travel insurance to protect 
against trip cancellation or delay due to airline issues, personal injury, illness, family crisis, etc. For 
travel insurance suggestions, please visit: www.insuremytrip.com. 

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA is fully licensed and insured, including its facilities, experiences, and 
transport. Incidents or accidents occurring at quinta minuvida (the yoga retreat center), or during 
experiences led by minuvida azores experiences, or contracted services, are fully insured. Incidents 
or accidents occurring outside the services provided by MINUVIDA AZORES LDA are not covered by 
insurance and activities undertaken individually are not the responsibility of MINUVIDA AZORES 
LDA.

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA is not responsible for missing or lost items.

MINUVIDA AZORES LDA may levy replacement charges for damage or loss caused to the property 
during the retreat including, but not limited to, damage to appliances, fixtures, furniture and real 
property caused by me or any of the retreat participants. The credit card on file may be charged to 
cover damages. Example charges can include, but are not limited to:

- Lost or damaged electronic gate key - 50?
- Damaged towels - 15? per damaged towel 
- Lost picnic lunch bags - 10? per bag
- Lost umbrella - 10?
- Damage to studio mat or equipment beyond reasonable wear + tear - TBD
- Borrowed items not returned (adapters, etc.) - TBD
- Unpaid honor bar tab for group - TBD
- Hanging wet items on heating panels and subsequent heating panel damage - 75?

SIGNED + AGREED

Retreat Leader (s) Name + Date 

http://www.insuremytrip.com/
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